Home Expansion - Corner Water Pot & tool module
READ General Instructions FIRST!
TIP: Most pieces fit together without glue. Do a test run first, before gluing.
This is a tricky kit, a bit of patience is needed during steps 4 to 9!

1

Sheets:
HCW-01 to HCW-04

2

1 the pieces that need to be glued
together.

3

2 first glue in one brush holder into the middle wall and
glue these 2 into the front wall, as in the picture.

4

3 glue the second brush holder in at the top.
Same orientation as the other one.

4 then glue in the tall wall (hole towards the top) and
glue the whole sub-assembly into the slits of the base
plate, together with the 2 little front pieces in step 5.

5

6

6 Glue on the side wall, tabs all fully inserted.
5 little pieces: the one WITH hole towards the
front! These are a little tricky to glue in the slits.
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7

7 glue in the center wall, ensuring it is fully inserted
into the bottom slots and the tabs go into the
corner cutouts. A bit tricky.

8

8 Glue on the back wall, tabs all fully inserted.

10

9

9 repeat steps 2 to 8 for the other side. Getting the
center wall to fit can be tricky. Slightly angle / lift
the other pieces to get it to fit, so that all tabs are
fully inserted everywhere.

10 Glue on the large back wall with plenty of glue between
the angled pieces to ensure they hold properly and the
gaps are closed. All back walls have tabs that stick out at
the bottom, this is correct.

12

11

Tip: During glue drying time use masking tape to ensure
proper angles / fit of the large back plates.

13

12 Glue the front support strip (4 slits) onto the front of the
base plate, and ensure that the whole module is straight.

14

13-14 these pieces don’t HAVE to be glued, but you can. Insert them in their spots as needed. The ruler holder can be
on either side. Remove water pot holder if you don’t have this module at table height, but stacked on top of others.
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